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FamillJ Christmas Tradition Ideas 
Want to come up with your own fun, family traditions for the holidays? 

Here are eight of our magical ideas: 

1. Have a family decorating tradition! On December 1, everyone gets to pitch in with decorating the house and the

tree, so you all can admire the decorations all month long.

2. Do something different on Christmas morning. Rather starting out as a flurry of tearing into presents, consider

doing something as a family first. For example, you might take a hike or volunteer to serve Christmas breakfast

at a shelter.

3. Have everyone contribute to the Christmas music play list. It's more fun when everyone gets their favorites!

4. Create a holiday "bucket list" for December. Everyone gets to pick one thing they'd like to do as a family (within

reason!) and over the month, you complete each activity.

5. Have a family slumber party! Build blanket forts and watch Christmas movies. Drink hot chocolate and eat

Christmas treats.

6. Hold a family/ friends game night. This could sub in for the more traditional Christmas party. You can still serve

the regular Christmas drinks and snacks, but add that extra dose of fun with games.

7. Have a Christmas morning family photo, tripod and all. This isn't your standard family portrait, it's a snapshot of

what Christmas morning is really like in your house. Pajamas, bed head and all. Those photos often become

favorites to look back on.

8. Try the "want, need, wear, read" gifting idea. This tradition has come from people who seek a more minimalist

approach to the holidays. It means for each person, give four gifts: one they want, one they need, one to wear,

and one to read.

It's neuer too late to start a new tradition. 
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